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Foo Fighters - The Sign
Tom: D

   Tuning: eBGDAE
Intro: Gtr. Lead

   Gtr. Rhythm

       v   v   v   v   v   v   v   v   v   v   v

Verse
   Gtr. Lead

   Gtr. Rhythm

Pre-Chorus
   Gtr. Rhythm

   Gtr. Lead

   Gtr. Rhythm

   Gtr. Lead

Chorus
   Gtr. Rhythm

   Gtr. Lead

   (I know it not exactly as the verse)

Interlude
   Gtr. Rhythm

   Gtr. Lead

Outro
   Both Guitars
       v   v   v   v   v   v   v   v   v   v   v

verse

I got superstition
Ruling my decision
You are my religion
Haven't got a Prayer

So just give me the sign and I'll follow you
When every angel's guarding you
You are my religion
Haven't got a prayer

pre-chorus

I don't want to wait to save your life
I think I know a way to make things right

Chorus

Just give me the sign and I'll come for you
Give me the sign and I'll be your rescue, baby
I'll run your way when I hear you calling me

Give me the sign and I'll come for you
Give me the sign and I'll be your rescue, baby
I'll run your way when I hear you calling out for me
Intro: Verse

Walking under ladders
Nothing really matters
There could be disaster
I don't really care

So just give me the sign and I'll follow you
When every angel's guarding you
There could be disaster
I don't really care

pre-chorus

I don't want to wait to save your life
I think I know a way to make things right

chorus

Just give me the sign and I'll come for you
Give me the sign and I'll be your rescue, baby
I'll run your way when I hear you calling me

Give me the sign and I'll come for you
Give me the sign and I'll be your rescue, baby
I'll run your way when I hear you calling out

interlude

For me x2

I don't want to wait to save your life
I think I know a way to make things right

chorus

Just give me the sign
Give me the sign
Give me the sign
Just give me the sign

Just give me the sign and I'll come for you
Give me the sign and I'll be your rescue, baby
I'll run your way when I hear you calling me

Give me the sign and I'll come for you
Give me the sign and I'll be your rescue, baby
I'll run your way when I hear you calling out for me (give me
the sign)

Give me the sign x3

Acordes


